# INTERNATIONAL STUDIES UNDERGRADUATE CAPSTONE SYMPOSIUM

**Thursday, April 25, 2013**  
**5:00-8:30 pm**  
Frangipani, Walnut & Maple – IMU

## Session I (Maple Room): Environment and Economy
**Hannah Bick**  
*Women in Social Entrepreneurship: A Means to Community Development*

**Rachel Rawlins**  
*How Does an International Economic Relationship Become an Interdependent One? A Study of States with Close Economic Ties*

**Lillian Toumey**  
*From Green Coast to Urban Desert: Water Management in the City of Lima, Peru*

## Session II (Walnut Room): Identity/Politics
**Keely Bakken**  
*The Role of Nationalism in Turkish Foreign Policy: The Case of the 2011 Turkish-French Diplomatic Crisis*

**Hanako Gavia**  
*Shaping Okinawan Identity*

**Megan Moore**  
*Anglicization in France: The Use of English in the Media*

**Julia Strzeszowski**  
*The Effect of the Good Muslim/Bad Muslim Dichotomy of Islamophobia on Muslim Identity: A Bloomington, Indiana Case Study*

## Poster Session and Reception (Frangipani Room)
**Tiffany Clark**  
*Conflict in Kashmir: Women as Victims, Militants, and Agents of Resolution*

**Joy Dangelmajer**  
*An Evaluation of Faith-Based Organizations Efforts in Reducing HIV/AIDS in South Africa*

**Michael Griffin**  
*Surmounting the Great Firewall: A Look at How Internet Control in China has Affected Foreign Businesses*

**Kelsey Mize**  

## Session III (Maple Room): Europe at Crossroads
**Ana Fumurescu**  
*The Politics of Integration: Implications of Exclusionary Policies Directed at Romanian Migrants in Italy*

**Alley Murphy**  
*The British Achievement Gap: roots in socioeconomic issues and how a solution can be found*

**Megan Watson**  
*Mass Media Representation of Secession Movements: Catalonia’s Independence Day Rally*

**Sara Wilson**  
*Ban of Headscarves in France*

## Session IV (Walnut Room): Tourism and Food
**Alexandra Rice**  
*An Exploration of the Concept of ‘Natural’ within French Cuisine*

**Liza Dernehl**  
*Ecotourism as a Development Technique: Functional or Fashionable?*

**Allison T. LeClere**  
*Dark Tourism and the Commercialization of the Holocaust*